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Introduction
[1] When do we use macro-observation and when do we use micro-observation? 

[2] What are the six observation questions? 

[3] How much of a Bible book might we be studying when we apply the micro-observation step? 

 

[4] Why don’t we use the micro-observation process when we study a whole book of the Bible? 

[5] Why is it important to do a macro-observation of a Bible book?  

Macro-Observation
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Why Do We Use Macro-observation?
[6] What are some facts about the Bible books that make it so important to understand the 
background of each book? 

[7] Why do we begin our observation process with macro-observation? 

How Do We Do the Macro-observation Step of Bible Study?
[8] Why do we emphasize the word book in each macro-observation question? 

[9] Why is it important to answer as many of the macro-observation questions from our own study 
of the book before we begin using various Bible study tools?  

[10] When is it appropriate to use whatever tools we have available?  
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Applying Macro-observation to a Bible Book
[11] What three things must we identify with the “Who” question? 

[12] If you were writing a letter to a political representative, how would it be different than a letter 
to your family?  

[13] What would be some differences between a book on repairing a bicycle and a novel about a 
child who wants a bicycle for her birthday?  

[14] In your own words, what does genre mean?

[15] In what ways do we read a poem differently than we read instructions for operating a 
computer?

 

[16] What does this question deal with? 
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[17] What are some ways a writer’s environment would influence how she writes?  

[18] How does the recipient’s environment influence what the writer would say and how he or she 
would say it?

[19] What would be some differences between a book that was written in Abraham’s time and one 
written at the end of the Old Testament?

[20] How does knowing why a book was written help us understand its content?  

Conclusion
[21] Review the objectives.

Can you describe “macro-observation” and “micro-observation” and explain the difference 
between them?

Name and explain each of the six observation questions. 
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Explain why it’s essential to do macro-observation before we attempt to do micro-
observation.

Do a macro-observation of any Bible book.

Reflection

Record one new fact or insight you discovered in this lesson.

Application

At the end of the previous lesson you selected a book of the Bible to read through a few times. 
Complete a macro-observation of the book you read, using the six questions discussed in this les-
son to guide your study. 
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